Cast of Characters

This list is used only for understanding actions of characters. It is not meant to be a puzzle itself.

Eugene "Fred" Kulpepper
A man who has a hard time keeping his head concentrated. (MALE)

Corporal Shawn O'Reily
A real fighting man. Thinks there are real opportunities for promotions for a fellow with ambition and low scruples. (MALE)

Lt. Algernon Clifton
Many Men have their feet on the ground. His is in the sky, watching the clouds go by, and by, and by. (MALE)

Agatha Crookshank
Not a member of the Crookshank family of Oklahoma Territory. Always nosing around. Needs to mind her own business. (FEMALE)

Bridget Bladderstock
A nurse with a kind heart. However, some other faults off-set the kind heart. (FEMALE)

Andrew Davis Smith
A real wheeler and dealer. He has so many angles he is like a square pretzel. (MALE)

Lady Elizabeth Jennings
Elegant, sophisticated, keeps her pinkie up when drinking tea. Has real diamonds on her wedding ring. (FEMALE)

Just "Mr. Oldride"
Not the most popular guy to meet if you are a criminal. Why is he here? (MALE)

Josie Porter
Always up for a good flag burning. Thinks it is good for business. (FEMALE)

Lizzie Zonat
Born in Spain. How did she get here? Illegal alien? (FEMALE)